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Today’s settlement resolves the FTC’s allegations that payment processor RevenueWire, Inc.
(RevenueWire) and its Chief Executive Officer Roberta Leach violated Section 5 of the FTC
Act, among other allegations, when the company laundered charges for telemarketers engaged in
tech support scams. I support the complaint and stipulated order but write separately to highlight
my understanding of the FTC’s unfairness allegation. I voted for this complaint with the
understanding that this case does not signal a shift on the part of the FTC to a strict liability
standard for payment processors. Merely processing payments for merchants that subsequently
were found to have made deceptive statements is not a per se unfairness violation. Rather, the
FTC continues to pursue appropriate law enforcement “when a payment processor helps a
fraudulent merchant take money from consumers – either by actively helping the merchant hide
its fraudulent conduct from acquiring banks and payment networks or by turning a blind eye to
the merchant’s fraud.” 1
In this matter, RevenueWire was at the center of the deceptive business model, and knew that the
call centers and telemarketers were making deceptive statements. The complaint alleged that
RevenueWire contracted with software sellers to funnel consumers to the defendant’s tech
support call center partners; oversaw the distribution of calls to the tech support call centers; and
received and handled consumers’ refund and chargeback requests related to the tech support call
center charges. RevenueWire attempted to hide from its card networks the fact that it was
submitting payments generated by call centers by coding those sales as software store sales
instead of teleservices merchant sales. Further, RevenueWire received complaints about the call
center partners from other business partners, received complaints from consumers about
unauthorized billing, and conducted internal assessments of the call center partners that
identified fraud risks. Alleging an unfairness violation based on this fact pattern is consistent
with the approach taken in previous FTC cases involving payment processors. 2 Given this
context, I support this complaint and settlement.
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